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ABSTRACT

1

Consuming subtitled video content relies on a viewers ability to
match up and understand a number of visual inputs simultaneously.
This can create challenges in immersion due to the overall readability of subtitles and the speed at which they are presented. In this
paper we introduce Graphic Novel Subtitles as an alternative media
consumption method that is based on combining video keyframes
with subtitle text to create a comic-type experience. We carry out
a requirement elicitation survey with 34 participants in order to
explore this concept in more detail and identify key features that
we present as system requirements.We then introduce a system that
can automatically generate a graphic novel from video and subtitle
files, and discuss our future evaluation plans.

The cognitive demands required to consume subtitled video content
is challenging. A viewer must develop a basic understanding of the
scene from the video itself, read the accompanying text, and then
relate this text to the scene and specific characters. This complex
action takes place repeatedly and all within a short time window.
This set of actions can be made more difficult due to alterations in
subtitle speed [35], readability [27], position [11], and the battle for
attention between subtitles and the video itself [19].
The challenges that are faced when viewing time-dependant media such as a television show may be addressed by allowing people
to consume content at a pace that is more suitable for their own
circumstances. The simplest method to achieve this is to alter the
playback speed of the media to make it faster/slower dependent on
an individuals viewing preferences. However, temporal alterations
such as this still require focused attention on multiple elements.
An alternative media format that allows for the removal of time
constraints during consumption is comic books and graphic novels.
In this media format, the demand on following temporal pace is
reduced and effort can be placed on reading comprehension and
intake of images.
In this work we introduce Graphic Novel Subtitles. We present
this as a summarisation of videos using keyframe identification to
create a continuous pictorial narrative that is then combined with
subtitle text: a graphic novel. To begin our investigations into this
technique we carried out an online survey with 34 participants that
aimed to understand the reasons surrounding why people watch
subtitled videos and consume graphic novels. We also gather their
initial feedback on a video file that had been manually turned into
a graphic novel in order to elicit system design requirements.
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RELATED WORK

Subtitles are a text version of the speech and non-speech audio
information needed to understand media content [38]. This text is
usually displayed at the bottom of the media being presented. Recent research in this area has highlighted the demand for subtitles
to be presented in a different manner, with a focus on improving
viewing experience for the user [17]. The presentation of subtitles
within media follows best-practice guidance that ensures accessibility and familiarity across platforms [26]. This includes information
relating to speech rate, text reduction, and positioning [9].
Traditional subtitle display does not always suit every individual’s needs [17]. A common issue associated with subtitling relates
to presentation speed being too slow or too fast for different viewers which can hinder comprehension of the content [32, 33]. It is
recommended that subtitles are shown at a speed of between 160180 words-per-minute [9], however it has also been suggested that
due to individual user characteristics, options to select caption rate
on a personal level would be beneficial [3].
There is significant diversity in the needs and preferences of
frequent subtitle users which suggests personalisation is required
for altering subtitle display [2, 35]. One mainstream method of
subtitle customisation is the user-controlled resizing of subtitle text
and subtitle viewing area [27]. Another method is adaptive subtitling which takes an object-based approach [1] to personalisation
of subtitles that creates opportunities for adaptation surrounding
words (e.g., names, locations), phrases (e.g.catchphrases), characters,
audio-descriptive elements, and scene composition [17].

2.1

Comics as a Media Format

Comic books and graphic novels are art forms that combine text
and images to effectively represent full (graphic novel) or serialised
(comic book) stories [36]. Comics originated during the end of
the nineteenth century in the USA as humorous panel drawings
in newspapers [39]. Today, comics are published in almost every
country in the world, with each region having its own comics
industry that each have different stylistic approaches to comic
creation [39]. The development of technology in recent years has
prompted the importance of digitisation of comics and graphic
novels to offer a wider outreach for the medium [18].
Comic narrative is constructed specifically in the comic book
medium [21]. A common approach is the four-point tetrahedral
model, the four points in question are the ‘medium’, the ‘reader’, the
‘verbal narrative’, and the ‘visual narrative’ [24]. There are many
different elements involved in comic creation, the most prominent
visual narrative aspects being; panel layout [5] and speech balloon
placement [12]. Panels must be kept in sequential order from top
left to bottom right and can be a variety of different shapes. Due
to these irregular shapes, images must be cropped appropriately
considering regions such as faces and prominent objects [25].
It is important that the dialogue associated with each panel
matches the image contained within. Factors such as emotional
presentation, length of the text being presented, and any graphical
alterations to text are all areas that are considered. Once the text
itself has been formatted, varying speech balloon sizes and shapes
can be generated to house the resultant dialogue within the correct
location [7] and to convey different emotions [8].
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2.2

Video Summarisation

Comic creation is a time consuming art form and prior work has
investigated the automation of this process. Creation of comics or
graphic novels is often difficult for beginners to produce to a high
quality as it requires a lot of experience and domain knowledge [5].
The barrier to entry for creating comics can be lowered through
the use of pre-existing graphic material [36]. Comic building applications have been developed which allow users to create their own
comics based on artist curated material [20, 34].
One method that can be used to assist in creating comics from
existing video media is in the usage of video summarisation and key
frame identification techniques. Video summarisation is often used
to enable easier browsing and navigation of videos [22]. The aim
is to reduce the amount of data that must be examined in order to
retrieve key information from a video file [15]. Video summarisation
is commonly used in large video databases (e.g. Netflix); automatic
indexing, search, and retrieval of material is therefore crucial [4].
There are three main methods used to support video summarisation. This includes keyframe, transcript, and metadata based techniques [28]. Keyframes can be used to create a series of representative images that relate to certain points in a video and allow for
more efficient browsing or scrubbing [6]. Transcript-based summarisation involves segmenting videos into sections and providing
short text summaries and thumbnails [29]. Transcript-based summarisation is commonly used alongside video lectures where clear
sections can be identified. Metadata for frames can be analysed to
determine prioritisation data for a video that can then be used to
automatically generate a textual summary [23].
Keyframe detection is the most widely used method of video
summarisation. Common algorithms used for this process take into
account motion, shot length and colour properties of shots [31]. In
the context of summarisation, a series of keyframes can be extracted
to represent key events while preserving the overall contents of the
video [15]. This is achieved using keyframe detection that identifies
sequences of keyframes that are maximally distinct and individually carry the most information [37]. Keyframe detection in video
summarisation is used for efficient visual browsing and navigating
of a video [16, 37] and dynamic timeline control [30].

2.3

Challenges in Media Consumption

Novel methods of using keyframe summarisation have included a focus on the creation of comic-style artifacts [14]. By combining these
keyframes with a subtitling file or script, comic books or graphic
novels may potentially be created as a storybook representation of
a film or TV series. It is unclear, however, whether this method will
assist in alleviating the language, cognitive, and temporal demands
of watching subtitled content. We introduce graphic novel subtitling as a summarisation of videos using keyframe identification
to create a continuous pictorial narrative that is then combined
with text from subtitle files. We position graphic novel subtitles as
creating a comic like media experience from existing video. This
static subtitling method may allow for a less demanding viewing
experience as users will have more freedom over the length of time
they can spend immersed in the material. However, despite the
potential that presenting subtitled videos in this manner creates,
little is known about design requirements for this type of media.
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REQUIREMENT ELICITATION SURVEY

In order to better understand opportunities for our graphic novel
subtitling approach we carried out an online survey with 34 participants. This included 9 questions across three sections that presented
the same media content across 3 different conditions. The first section gathered information on participant background with usage
of subtitles and graphic novels. It focused on how regularly participants used both of these mediums and why they used them. The
second section asked questions relating to a subtitled video, focusing on participants thoughts about traditional subtitling. The third
section presented participants with a curated graphic novel based
on the previous subtitled video. Participants were asked for their
thoughts on this medium as a method of eliciting requirements for
a future prototype system.

3.1

Traditional Subtitling

Participants were shown a 40-second clip from the British sci-fi
TV series "Doctor Who" (Series 7, Episode 4) without subtitles.
This clip was then shown again with no sound and traditional
subtitling (based on [9]). Participants were asked to comment on the
style of subtitling that was used through an open ended question.
15 participants gave a positive response, 10 participants gave a
negative response and 7 participants were indifferent to the method.
Key positive themes included:
1) Improved Understanding: Compared to the initial video, 5
participants mentioned an improved understanding of the scene
content: "Made it much easier to understand the scene" (P13).
2) Presentation: 2 participants agreed that the subtitles were displayed well on the screen: "Dark border makes it easy to read. Text
box are an appropriate size." (P21).
Following up on this question, all participants were then asked
to report issues with this style of subtitling, selecting all options
that applied. Findings of this question are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1: Issues participants found with traditional subtitling
Issue

Count

Reading subtitles can distract from the scene
Subtitles can be too fast
Font size can be too small
Font / background colour makes subtitles hard to read

21
13
12
11

These results highlight that despite positive participant response
to subtitling, issues still remain in how they are used to support
the viewing experience. It also identified key areas that could be
improved in our own implementation. Participants had the option
to describe any other issues they had with this subtitling method.
Some responses repeated the issues that were mentioned above and
so were not included.
1) Speaker Identification: 5 participants mentioned that they
were unsure what character was speaking at certain points. "It
wasn’t always clear when a new character was speaking" (P23), "Sometimes it’s difficult to tell who’s saying what" (P33).
2) Subtitle Position: 2 participants described issues with where
the subtitles were placed stating "They block what’s happening"
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(P24), "They can be under the pause bar etc, meaning you have to
wait for the bar to disappear before you see the subtitles." (P32).

3.2

Graphic Novel Subtitling

Participants were then shown the video in the form of a graphic
novel. The graphic novel was created by taking keyframes from
the video and taking into account shots, motion within shots, and
dialogue per shot. Dialogue was added in speech balloons with tails
leading towards the speaking character. The result was a 2-page
graphic novel consisting of 16 panels. Participants were asked what
they thought about presenting the video as a graphic novel in an
open-ended question. The responses contained 3 themes:
1) Clear and easy to understand: 12 participants gave answers
that related to an easy understanding, including those who weren’t
that fond of the medium: "It is very easy to follow and read. It is clear
who the speaker is, and flows well." (P9), "Interesting method, easy
to read and understand." (P11). 5 participants also noted that it was
much easier to see who was speaking which was an issue raised
regarding traditional subtitling. "It shows who’s saying what, which
previous subtitles didn’t make clear." (P15).
2) Positive impact on experience: 17 participants reported a
positive experience with the medium with a focus on accuracy and
enjoyment: "Surprisingly very effective," (P10), "I think it looks fun"
(P2), "It is cool, can get across the context and tone of the scene" (P7).
3) Less immersive: 6 participants thought that the graphic novel
style takes away from the atmosphere and pacing of the scene.
"does not allow characters to come to life therefore loses context" (P28),
"Takes away the atmosphere/differing moods and attitudes." (P30).
4 participants contradict these statements saying they got more
emotion from the graphic novel than the regular subtitles on a
silent video. "It captures more emotion in the scene without being
distracting" (P25).
Finally, participants were asked if they could think of anything
that would improve this medium. Three themes were identified
within responses:
1) Expressive Text: 5 participants mentioned that using different
fonts, punctuation and capitalisation would help make the dialogue
more expressive: "The font can be bolder when the actor is being
more expressive/abrupt, eg when Karen Gillan says "fine be busy"
etc." (P26), "Similarly to graphic novels you could capitalise if they’re
shouting / exclaiming something. Like when she says "FINE!"" (P33).
2) Varying panel size/shape: 3 participants thought that a more
varied panel size to highlight more important frames. For example:
"Panel sizes are too consistent, varying sizes help with effect." (P21),
"Making the panel sizes vary depending on the importance of what’s
being said in each one" (P34).
3) Number of panels: 3 participants mentioned number of panels,
2 of whom thought there should be more frames per shot to better
capture the motion and 1 who thought there were too many panels
per page (likely due to a device issue).

3.3

Summary of Survey Findings

Our survey findings demonstrated that whilst people are familiar
with traditional subtitling techniques, many are willing to explore
other options for media consumption. Our participants found benefits in how graphic novel subtitling lets them have a direct input
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into overall pace of consuming media and some found the experience to be “surprisingly fun” (P15). Despite this, some participants
commented that this initial curated mockup was less immersive
than the video media, but suggestions were made relating to the
presentation of panels and textual elements that may improve this.

4

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we introduce design requirements for a system that
will be capable of creating a graphic novel from a video file and
accompanying subtitle data. Based on previous literature and our
own survey findings, we established three requirements for our
system:
(1) Created not Curated: The system should allow for graphic
novels to be created automatically from a video and subtitle
file with very little user intervention.
(2) Stories via Subtitles: The system should use the subtitles
as the key point for leading the story forward. These should
be easy for the reader to locate and may also give additional
expression to phrases by altering the text display.
(3) Immersion via Illustration: The final created comic should
promote immersion in the content. The system should use
varying panel sizes/shapes and the number of panels per
page may also be altered in order to add to the emotion of
specific scenes.
We created our system as a web-based application built using React
and Node.js. When a video and subtitle file are uploaded, keyframes
are extracted and the subtitle file is parsed with text assigned to
corresponding keyframes based on timestamp information. Frames
are then styled according to user preferences.

4.1

Keyframe Detection

High quality keyframe detection must consider motion, shot length
and colour properties of shots [40]. To create a graphic novel from
a video, key frames also must represent all key events while preserving the overall contents of the video. In order to acheve this
we used FFmpeg.wasm1 to create the algorithm for key frame extraction with the -force_key_frames command used to create
keyframes within specific time intervals. This was combined with
-skip_frame and nokey to allow keyframes to be extracted from
the uploaded video file. Through this method, accurate timestamps
could be identified for the allocation of subtitles.

4.2

Assigning Subtitles

SRT files are a common file format for adding closed captions or
subtitles to videos. An SRT file is a plain-text file that contains
critical information regarding subtitles, including the start and end
timestamp of the text to ensure the subtitles match the audio of a
video [13]. For our application, an SRT file is uploaded alongside a
corresponding video file to create text for the graphic novel panels.
The uploaded SRT file is parsed in order to retrieve the timestamp
and text. We use the start timestamp to assign text frames to our
graphic novel as subtitles will not be split between panels. Subtitles
are assigned to a panel using an algorithm that matches the subtitle
start timestamp to the closest keyframe timestamp.
1 https://www.npmjs.com/package/@ffmpeg/ffmpeg
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4.3

Graphic Novel Styling

The combined keyframe and subtitle data is displayed in a graphic
novel style layout with panels and text. In line with the design
recommendations that were derived from our initial survey we
created the ability for panel layouts and text positioning to be
altered according to user preferences. Users are able to flick through
pages using arrows to mimic a real-life graphic novel experience.
Once the user has chosen their desired layout, the graphic novel
can be downloaded for offline viewing and consumption.

5

FUTURE WORK

Our work in this area so far has focused on the design and build of
a system that can automatically create a graphic novel from a video
and accompany subtitle file. The design requirements of our system
was based on previous research relating to video summarisation
techniques, comic creation, and our own user survey where we
elicited additional requirements. Our future work aims to investigate the opportunities and challenges that exist when consuming
longer media artefacts that are created using our system.
Our initial outputs for video files of 5 minutes in length have
created graphic novels with between 150-175 panels. We aim to
investigate the challenges that exist in consuming media of this
length. Our investigation will focus on key factors relating to the
user experience of subtitled media [10] and how these are impacted
by this change in presentation. We aim to understand the impact
that this media presentation format has on viewer involvement,
overall endurability of the experience, the attention that viewers
have towards this medium, and the overall temporal differences in
consumption when compared to traditional subtitled video content.
Future work should also examine the effectiveness of graphic novel
subtitles for varying genres of media. Our initial investigations
have used a combination of short-form drama and documentary
type programmes, however we have also created graphic novels
from quiz shows and childrens entertainment that we believe will
also be valuable.

6

CONCLUSION

Engaging in the consumption of subtitled video media requires
high levels of concentration from the viewer in order to focus on
the text presented and also the video being shown. This in turn can
lead to a reduction in viewer immersion in what is being watched.
We introduce the concept of Graphic Novel Subtitles where we
propose using video stills and subtitle text to create an alternative
viewing experience.
In this paper we present findings from an initial user survey
where we illustrate that whilst participants believe that traditional
subtitles can assist with the delivery of a show, they result in a loss
of impact from visuals and can lead to confusion around who is
speaking. We then obtain initial reactions towards a curated version
of a graphic novel styled implementation of the same media. We use
our findings from this survey to create three design requirements
for a system to automatically create graphic novel subtitled content
and present our future plans to evaluate this media.
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